
Choosing Your Bat 

One thing to be mindful of when choosing your bat is recognizing that all slowpitch softball 
bats are 34in long. The length of Slowpitch bats is to provide the player with more plate 
coverage.  

Choosing the Right Slowpitch Softball Bat Weight  

When deciding between a heavier or lighter bat in slowpitch softball, the player must 
decipher what type of hitter they are. Some players want a lighter bat to create higher 
swing speeds and hit line drives, while players who want heavier bats are looking to drive 
the ball in the gaps and over the fence.  

Types of Slowpitch Softball Bats 

Although at a surface level slowpitch softball bats may all look the same, there are 
different types of slowpitch bats to consider. This can include whether the bat is balanced, 
end-loaded, double-walled, or single-walled. 

Balanced Bats 

Players who are looking to hit line drives and get on base consistently are best equipped 
with a balanced slowpitch bat. With 34in. in length and a balanced feel, players will 
generate more bat speed while also having more control of the bat head while swinging.  

End-Loaded Bats 

On the contrary, end-loaded slowpitch softball bats are designed for those looking to 
showcase their power by driving the ball in the gaps and over the fence. With an end-
loaded feel to the bat, the bat will help the player generate more momentum on each 
swing and allow for more power. 

Double-Walled Bats 

Double-wall bats are known for having more pop than single-wall bats. If the player makes 
solid contact and is able to flex both walls, double-wall bats will produce more power than 
single-wall bats. This is a great option for those who can consistently make solid contact 
and who are looking to showcase their power. 

Single-Wall Bats 

Single-wall bats, while still reliable, typically lack the amount of pop that’s featured in a 
double-wall bat. Single-wall bats are a great option for those who want a cheaper but still 
durable bat. 

 

 



Choosing a Softball Bats According to HBSports 

Choosing the Right Slow Pitch Bat: Balanced vs. End Loaded 

Slow Pitch softball bats are designed in two distinct weights: Balanced and End Loaded. Players 

looking to generate as much bat speed possible will be best suited to a balanced model. 

Contact hitters, also known as “base hitters," typically choose balanced models for a smoother 

swing and more bat control. With their weight distributed evenly throughout the bat, balanced 

models feature a lower MOI (Moment of Inertia) than end loaded models. The lower the MOI, the 

faster the bat can be swung.  

▪ Balanced bats total weight is evenly distributed throughout the bat's length from knob to end 

cap. 

 
If a player can generate high swing speeds already, they may benefit more from an end loaded 
bat.  With more weight oriented toward the end of the barrel, and combined with high swing 
speeds, end loaded bats result in more distance on contact. This design is the preferred choice 
for most power hitters.  End loaded bats typically have either a 0.5 oz. or 1 oz. load in the 
barrel.  Some End Loaded Bats may have up to 3 oz toward the end of the barrel for even more 
whip through the zone.  
 

▪ End loaded bats have weight oriented toward the end of the bat. 

▪ End loaded bats have extra mass in the barrel, so a player can generate more momentum 

through their swing for more distance on contact. 

Your Slow Pitch softball bat selection comes down to what you’re comfortable swinging. HB 

Sports recommends assessing your swing during a few rounds of batting practice. 

 

Types of Slowpitch Softball Bats by Design 

One-piece Bats 

One-piece bats are great for generating more bat speed and they also provide the hitter 
with a stiffer bat. The stiffer bat allows for greater energy transfer from the player to the 
ball as the bat will not feature as much flex as its two-piece counterpart. 

Two-piece Bats 

Two-piece bats are a great option for those wanting more whip in their bat as the flex of 
the two-piece bat will act as more of a trampoline to generate higher bat speeds and 
power. Along with this, two-piece bats will also eliminate more vibration than the one-
piece bat. 

 



 

Bat Certifications (and what they mean) 

These bat certifications are put in place to help keep players safe by ensuring that 
slowpitch bats and their liveliness are kept at a reasonable level.  

USSSA Bat Certification 

In order to be USSSA certified, bats must have a Bat Performance Factor (BPF) of 1.20 or 
lower. This simply refers to the rebound of a ball off of a bat as compared to throwing a 
ball against a wall. Thus, a ball cannot rebound more than 20% faster off of a bat in order 
to reach the 1.20 BPF standard. 

USA/ASA Bat Certification 

The USA bat certification, also known as ASA, has two different standards and stamps 
that will be used on bats. The first certification stamp is an All Association stamp that 
says ASA 2004 and this stamp will typically be alongside the USSSA and NSA stamps as 
well. These bats will perform at a 98 MPH standard. The second certification stamp ASA 
bats may feature is an ASA only stamp. Bats with an ASA only stamp will perform at a 100 
MPH standard. 

FAQ 

What weight slowpitch softball bat should I use? 

For the player who is looking to make consistent contact and line drives,  a bat in the 
range of 25oz.- 26oz. will provide the player with this. On the contrary, a player who is 
looking to drive the ball and really showcase their power should opt for a range of 27oz.- 
30oz. 

Is a lighter or heavier bat better for softball? 

The weight of the bat is solely based on preference and playing style when it comes to 
slowpitch softball. Some hitters will opt for a lighter bat if they want increased swing 
speed and contact, while others wil l choose a heavier bat to showcase their power and 
drive the ball. 

Do end-loaded bats hit farther? 

End-loaded bats will hit farther than a balanced bat. This is due to the weight of the bat 
being towards the end to provide more momentum upon swinging the bat. 

 

 



Some Bat Brands used in PCSSA 

Axe bats – www.axebat.com 

Miken bats – miken.rawlings.com 

Worth bats – worth.rawlings.com 

Easton bats – easton.rawlings.com 

Louisville Slugger bats – www.slugger.com 

DeMarini bats – www.demarini.com  

Onyx bats – www.onyxsoftballbats.com 

Monsta bats – www.monstaathletics.com 

Anarchy bats – www.anarchybats.com 

Suncoast bats – www.suncoastsoftball.com 

 

Other Slowpitch Bat Resources 

www.headbangersports.com 

www.justbats.com 

www.cheapbats.com 

www.baseballmonkey.com 

 

Please consider the above information as a resource 

only.  PCSSA is not endorsing any of the above bats or 

websites.   
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